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YOMTOOL addresses three different targets:
- Create a cost-effective WEB based tool integrating the operative documents relevant and
required in a transnational VET mobility
- Contribute to individual documentation of learning outcomes, certificates and qualification
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documents according to the ECVET principles, tracked and stored for career guidance
- Use of an interactive database where individually obtained learning can be linked to relevant
documents like Journeyman Certificates, sector specific certificates and the Europass documents
An integrated toolbox contributes to the operation of mobility projects where the participant
should be in a more profitable position during, and especially after, a work placement:
-Increasing the impact of VET mobility activities through a cost-effective ICT based working
instrument for all involved parties
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-Implementing EQF and ECVET principles as the recording method for obtained learning
outcomes through different training pathways, including validation of prior learning acquired
through formal, non-formal or informal experiences
-Making VET more attractive through easier access to the learner’s own training records,
certificates and qualifications as a tool for individual guidance. A link to Skillsbank is foreseen
The system is developed as a multilingual service, presently covering DE, EN, FR, NO, PL. Indexing
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of learning outcomes in additional languages is available through the DISCO web service for
describing the learning outcomes. The use of an indexing service facilitates the bridging between
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ESCO descriptions and the YOMTOOL service and documents.
NTI-MMM - Multilateral Monitoring and Management (NO)
APCMA - Assemblée permanente des chambres de métiers et de l'artisanat (FR)
CCG - Centre de coordination et de gestion des programmes europeens (BE)
ANFA - Association Nationale pour la Formation Automobile (FR)
BVHT - Bildungsverbund Haustechnik Sachsen-Anhalt e. V. (DE)
Oslo and Akershus University College of Applied Sciences (NO)
EUROMASC - European Masters of Skilled Crafts (NO)
IFA - Internationaler Fachkräfteaustausch (AT)
3s Unternehmensberatung GmbH. (AT)
Lower Silesian Chamber of Crafts (PL)
Akershus County (NO)
e-motive (FR)

The Youth On the Move TOOLkit
Core components and functions:
Memorandum of Understanding
Learning agreements
Learning outcomes searchable from database
Recognition of prior learning
Individual profile building
Europass documents
Web based with multilingual options

For further information and access to the system View: www.ntim.eu or www.skillstools.eu
and: contact@ntim.eu

Compatible with ECVET-EQF-ESCO
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Leonardo da Vinci Transfer of Innovation 2011-1-N01LEOOS-03276
European Credit system for Vocational Education and Training
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European Qualification Framework
4
Dictionary of Skills and Competences
5
European Classification of Skills/Competences, Qualifications and Occupations

YOMTOOL
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YOMTOOL is a «cloud computing» solution changing learning mobility from single projects and documents into a more
generalised concept of ”apprenticeship projects” according to a mobility life cycle perspective. A coordinated registry of
certificates and training documentation with linking options into other instruments like Europass is at the core of the system.
YOMTOOL is exploiting the experiences from the NTI-MMM products LeoPass, MultiPass and Rap4Leo - in operation since 2001
The Organising institution can be an umbrella organisation which is responsible for qualification definitions and awarding of
certificates - as a Competent body in multilateral relationships. The organisation can also operate bilaterally in mobility projects
The Sending partner is the organisation where the participant in a learning mobility belongs, and where the recognition of
learning experiences in another setting takes place. A Memorandum of Understanding may regulate these procedures
The Receiving (host) partner is the organisation where the participant will stay for a defined period. The Partnership Agreement
with the sending partner regulates this
Learners and trainees are the participants, and where a Learning Agreement regulates this as a tripartite contract
Teachers and mentors have supporting and managerial roles in the context of a placement, also including assessments

The Mobility Life Cycle ……
…may cover several steps to agree on and documents
to be issued:
MoU: Memorandum of Understanding – often
between organisations being responsible for
certifications – Competent bodies
PA: Partner Agreement – between sending and
receiving partners
LA: Learning Agreement – covering the expected
learning outcomes and assessment procedures
The placement with the learning mobility experiences
A personal transcript, showing individual learning
attainments as Learning Outcomes
Europass documents where parts of the learning
experiences are documented
Content of Journeyman, Master of Skilled Craft and
specific sector certificates can be documented

